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Abstract—Traditional principal components analysis (PCA)
techniques for face recognition are based on batch-mode training
using a pre-available image set. Real world applications require that
the training set be dynamic of evolving nature where within the
framework of continuous learning, new training images are
continuously added to the original set; this would trigger a costly
continuous re-computation of the eigen space representation via
repeating an entire batch-based training that includes the old and new
images. Incremental PCA methods allow adding new images and
updating the PCA representation. In this paper, two incremental
PCA approaches, CCIPCA and IPCA, are examined and compared.
Besides, different learning and testing strategies are proposed and
applied to the two algorithms. The results suggest that batch PCA is
inferior to both incremental approaches, and that all CCIPCAs are
practically equivalent.

Keywords—Candid covariance-free incremental principal
components analysis (CCIPCA), face recognition, incremental
principal components analysis (IPCA).
I. INTRODUCTION
ACE recognition is one-to-many process that compares an
input test image against all face templates used in training;
the output is the identity of the input test image. The problem
of human face recognition is a complex and highly
challenging one with spatial and temporal variations, e.g.,
illumination, pose orientation, expression, aging, head size,
make-up, image obscuring (eye glass effect), disguise, and
face background [1, 2]. The problem of automatic human face
recognition can be stated as follows [1]:given an image of a
human face, compare it with pre-stored models of a set of face
images labeled with the person’s identity (the training set)
and report the matching result.
When training is carried out using appearance based
modeling such as the Principal components analysis, all
training dataset images must be available before the training
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process can be initialized; this is termed as batch training. On
the contrary, an incremental approach allows adding new
images and updating the PCA representation accordingly; thus
offering the great benefit of discarding the new added images
after model update.
This paper is organized as follows: section II presents
related work on Principal components analysis and section III
presents the two incremental principal components approaches
used in the current study; section IV discusses the proposed
training and relearning strategies; numerical experiments are
presented and discussed in section V. Finally, section VI
discusses some concluding remarks.
II. RELATED WORK —THE PCA APPROACH
Face recognition approaches may be categorized under two
general approaches: appearance-based (holistic) and featurebased (structural). Both approaches are designed to use
previous knowledge obtained from feature extraction to
recognize human faces [1, 2, 3, 4]. The most popular
appearance-based holistic approaches includes: (1) the
eigenfaces, known also as the Principal Components (PC)
Analysis (PCA) and also as Kahunen-Loeve transformation
(KL) [5, 6, 7], (2) the Fisherfaces known as the linear
Discriminant analysis (LDA) [8] , and (3) Independent
Component Analysis (ICA) [9].
PCA is unsupervised
technique for dimensionality reduction; it searches for
directions in the dataset that have the largest variance and
define a projection matrix to project the data onto it. This
leads to a lower dimensional presentation of the data, and
therefore removes some of the noisy directions. Batch mode
determination of principal axes for data with varying
reliability and missing data was studied in [10, 11, 12, 13].
PCA eigensapce model may be
determined using
eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) (or singular value
decomposition (SVD)) of the covariance matrix [16]. For a
training set of images with covariance matrix C(n,n), ,the full
eigen problem is to find the eigenvectors matrix U(n,n) and
associated eigenvalues matrix λ(n,n) where C(n,n) U(n,n) =
U(n,n) λ(n,n). For the sake of computational efficiency, some
eigenvalues, according to a selected criterion, e.g., the
smallest, are discarded and the eginvalue problem is reduced
to solve the approximation C(n,n) U(n,k) = U(n,k) λ(k,k). For
a set S of N training images S={s1, s2, ,,,. sN}, with each image
si Є Rn where n is the dimension of the image space (n equals
the number of pixels), the eigen space model yields three
outputs: (1) a mean of the training set μ Є Rn, (2) a set of
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eigenvectors U Є Rnxk , that is a matrix of k n-dimensional
principal axes, and (3) the eigenvalues λ Є Rkxk representing
the spread of the training set over each eigenvector.
An eigensapce model Ω may be defined for a set S={s1, s2,
..., sN} of N training images (observations):
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Ω = Ω (μ, U, λ, S)

(2)

The covariance matrix C is given by:
N

C = (1/N)

∑

Φi ΦTi = A AT

(3)

i =1

where A = [Φ1 Φ2 Φ3 … ΦN], and ΦT is the transpose matrix
of Φ.
The eigenvectors of the product (L = AT A) are obtained as:
L vi = AT A vi = λi vi, Lij = (Φi)T Φj

(4)

Premultiplying both sides by matrix A,
A A T A v i = λi A v i

(5)

where
vi and λi are respectively the N eigenvectors and N
eigenvalues of matrix L, and
(A vi)
and λi are respectively the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix C = A AT.
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N

ui =

(1)

The eigensapce model can thus be viewed as a kdimensional hyper-ellipse in the n-dimensional image space,
where k, is the dimension of the reduced space in which the
image is represented to a certain degree of accuracy depending
on the retained value of k <= n; the higher value of k the more
accurate is the presentation. The hyper-ellipse is viewed as
centered at the mean of images used in training, its axes are
the eigenvectors (columns of U(n,k), and the lengths of its
axes are the square roots of the eigenvalues of the diagonal
elements of the matrix λ(k,k).
PCA approach relies on modeling static datasets where
training is performed in a batch mode on image set that is
supposed to be available in advance of the training process. In
PCA, a 2-dimensional face image with size of p rows and q
columns can be viewed as a one dimensional vector of
dimension pxq. The key idea of the PCA method is to find the
vectors that best account for the distribution of face images
within the entire pxq image space. These vectors define the
subspace of face images. Because these vectors are the
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix corresponding to the
original face images, and because they are face-like in
appearance, they are called eigefaces. A brief review of PCA
is given hereafter [5, 14].
For a set S={s1, s2, ..., sN} of N training images, the average
vector image μ and the deviation matrix Φ of each image from
the average image μ is given by:
Φ=S–μ

The looked for eigenvectors ui = A vi of matrix C are the
eigenfaces that are obtained by projection of the deviation
matrix Φ on the eigenvectors vi of L:

∑

vij Φj

, i=1, 2, …, N

(6)

j =1

III. INCREMENTAL PCA
A shortcoming of the training process for PCA is that the
entire training dataset images must be available beforehand in
order to start the training process. This defect is elegantly
handled by Incremental PCA (IPCA) methods which allow
adding new images and updating the PCA representation
accordingly; thus offering the great benefit of dispensing with
the recently added images after model update. Incremental
PCA methods have been studied by several researchers
[15,16, 17, 18].
The incremental methods proposed in [19, 20] are tailored
for temporally weighted learning allowing newer images to
have a larger influence on the estimation of the current
subspace than the older ones. Ref [21] studied incremental
learning for online face recognition and proposed new
approach to face recognition in which not only a classifier but
also a feature space of input variables is learned incrementally
to adapt to incoming training samples; as suggested, a benefit
of this type of incremental learning is that the search for useful
features and the learning of an optimal decision boundary are
carried out in an online fashion. Incremental PCA algorithms
that compute the principal components without computing the
covariance matrix [22] are presented in [23, 24, 25].
A. The Candid Covariance-free IPCA Algorithm: CCIPCA
The candid covariance-free IPCA (CCIPCA) was
introduced in [23] to compute the principal components of a
sequence of samples incrementally without estimating the
covariance matrix (thus covariance-free).
The algorithm keeps the scale of observations and computes
the mean of observations incrementally. The method is
suggested for real-time applications, and thus it does not allow
iterations. It converges very fast for high dimensional image
vectors. The CCIPCA algorithm generates “observations” in a
complementary space for the computation of the higher order
principal components. If we consider a sample vectors that
are acquired sequentially, e.g., s(1), s(2), . . ., possibly infinite,
the first k dominant principal components (PCs) u1(n), u2(n), .
. . , uk(n) are obtained as follows [23].
For n = 1, 2, . . ., do the followings steps.
1) s1(n) = s(n).
2) For i = 1, 2, . . . , min(k, n), do:
a) if i = n, initialize the ith PC as ui(n) = si(n);
b) otherwise compute:
ui(n) = (1/n)(n − 1 − l) ui(n − 1) +
(1/n)( 1 + l) si(n) siT(n) [ui(n-1) / || ui(n-1)||] (5)
and
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si+1(n) =si(n) − siT (n) [ui(n) / || ui(n)||] [ui(n) / || ui(n)||]

(7)

Get Ω0 = initial eigenspace

where l is the amnesic parameter.
After normalization. the final eigen vector and eigen value are
respectively given by:

Current eigenspace Ω = Ω0

and

ui = ui(n) / || ui(n)||

(8)

λi = || ui(n)||

(9)

•
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•

It should be noticed that both batch PCA and CCIPCA are
dimensionality reduction techniques searching for directions
in the dataset that have the largest variance and define a
projection matrix to project the data onto it. Both techniques
avoid the costly computation of the covariance matrix; PCA
computes the matrix L as an intermediate matrix leading to the
eigen vectors, whereas CCIPCA is covariance-free approach.

•

•

• Get U’: Augmented eigenvector
matrix ..(3)
• Get the new coefficients A’ in
the new basis U’ ..(4)

B. The Incremental PC Subspace Learning Algorithm:
IPCA
Ref [18] presented a weighted and robust incremental
method for subspace learning based on incremental method.
The approach sequentially updates the principal subspace
represented by the egienspace model Ω = Ω (μ, U, λ, S). In
this method, the staring eigen space state, can be obtained by
two approaches:
(1) A batch PCA may be applied on an initial set of images
S0 to obtain the average images μ0, the eigenvectors U0, and
the weight coefficients A0;
(2) The first training image vector u1 is used to set the
initial eigen space Ω0 :
μ0 = u1 , U0 = 0, and A0 = 0

Perform PCA on A’

•
•

(10)

For the latter case, the algorithm is considered as completely
incremental from the start.
Fig. 1 illustrates a macro flow chart for the incremental PC
Subspace Learning algorithm of [18]. For the sake of
clarification, the following discussion is worth noting for any
two successive eigenspace computations. For an image space
(pixel space) of dimension n; all images si Є Rn , the starting
eigenspace is of dimension k, Ω(k): the mean μ Є Rn, the
eigenvectors U Є Rnxk and the eigenvalues λ Є Rkxk. At the
end of the eigenspace update, the dimension of the eigenspace
is k+1, Ω(k+1), that is, U Є Rnxk+1 and λ Є Rk+1xk+1.
This means that the dimension of the eigenspace is
incremented by one after each update. This would lead to
continuous increment the dimension of the eigenspace by one
after each update. To overcome this problem of continuous
growth in the eigenspace dimension, [18] and [2] suggest to
keep the dimension of the eigenspace at its staring value (k),
by discarding after each update the least significant principle
vector
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Input new image vector u
Project u on eigenspace Ω ..(1)
Reconstruct an approximate
image vector uapp ..(2)
Get the error vector r = u - uapp

Get the new eignspace Ω’ of
incremented dimension
Update current eigenspace Ω = Ω’

Decrement the dimension of the
current eigenspace Ω

Fig. 1 Macro flow chart for the incremental PC subspace learning
algorithm

Fig. 2 shows an example for the evolution in eigensapce
dimension for the case of completely IPCA incremental
learning algorithm. The figure illustrates the incremental
continuous growth of the eigenspace up to a selected value of
k=25 after which the eigenspace dimension is alternatively
incremented and then decremented by unit value along the
horizontal axis of incremental temporal steps; this leads to a
constant eigenspace dimension of k=25.
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learning the entire set of images twice, the second
being immediately after the first.
For strategy B and ORL, the total number of training
images is 8 x 40 = 320 images. Eight learning increments
(each including 40 images) are defined; the first two
increments are shown hereafter for illustration:
• Increment # 1 (40 images): images # 1, 11, 21, …, 371,
381, 391;
• Increment # 2 (40 images): images # 2, 12, 22, …, 372,
382, 392.
Fig. 2 Evolution in eigensapce dimension for completely incremental
learning – IPCA algorithm
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IV. CCIPCA AND IPCA TRAINING AND TESTING STRATEGIES
ORL (Olivetti Research Labs) face database was used for
CCIPCA and IPCA algorithms learning and testing processes.
ORL includes 400 images (of size 112 x 92) for 40 subjects
with 10 images per subject. Selection of the training and test
images was done by two strategies:
Strategy A: all 400 face images were used in training,
while testing was performed using100 test images that were
randomly selected from within those used in training. For this
case, the correct recognition rate CRR is given by:
CRR = (number of correctly recognized faces) / (number of
randomly selected images )
(11)
Strategy B: For each subject we used the first 80% images
for training (first 8 images per subject) and the remaining 20
% for testing (the last two images per subject, the last 9th and
10th images).

Strategy B assumes 8 training images and 2 test images per
subject, thus there are two test sets, the last 9th and 10th images
per subject totaling 40+40 = 80 images:
• Test set 1: the 9th image per subject for 40 subjects:
images # 9, 19, 29, 39, … , 379, 389, 399;
• Test set 2: the 10th image per subject for 40 subjects:
images # 10, 20, 30, 40, … ,
, 380, 390, 400.
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
Numerical experiments were carried out according to the
above introduced learning and testing strategies. The features
vector length (FVL) was varied as 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40;
for each FVL the correct recognition rate CRR was
determined using batch and the four strategies CCIPCA1-4
[26]; batch training is the well known PCA, for which the
entire image dataset must be available before the start of
training. From the obtained CRR results, the average CRR
was determined. The average CCR for increment # i is defined
as:
CCR(i) avg = Σ CCR(i, CCIPCA(,j)) / 4

(12)

Strategies A and B were applied for learning and testing
both CCIPCA and IPCA algorithms using ORL face database.

where i is the increment #, i = 1, 2, 3…, 8, and CCIPCA(j) is
the training strategy, j = 1, 2, 3, 4.

CCIPCA Training and Testing Strategies
The effect of the number of increments and size of the
eigen vectors on the correct recognition rate (CRR) were
studied for various CCIPCA training strategies. The eigen
space dimension (# of eigenfaces) was varied as 15, 20, 25,
30, 35, and 40. Five training and relearning strategies were
investigated:
(1) Batch PCA: The entire training set of images must be
available in advance of training, there is no relearning
process, contrary to the next four IPCAs;
(2) CCIPCA1: Incremental PCA using CCIPCA algorithm;
(3) CCIPCA2: Image level relearning using CCIPCA,
relearning after each added image (learning the same
image twice, the second learning being immediately
after the first);
(4) CCIPCA3: Increment level relearning using CCIPCA,
relearning after each added increment, that is learning
the same increment twice the second being
immediately after the first;
(5) CCIPCA4: Set level relearning using CCIPCA,
relearning after adding all increments, which is

Fig. 3 illustrates the variation of the average CRR for batch,
CCIPCA1, CCIPCA2, CCIPCA3, CCIPCA4; more details can
be found in [26]. The figure confirms the general findings
that batch PCA training is inferior to the four CCIPCA1-4
training strategies and that CCIPCA3 learning yields slightly
better CRR. This statement should be verified against other
face databases.
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Fig. 3 Variation of the average correct recognition rate with the
increment number for batch, CCIPCA1, CCIPCA2, CCIPCA3,
CCIPCA4 approaches
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Using the above proposed testing strategy B, the variation
of the correct recognition rate with the increment number is
shown in Fig. 4 for the two incremental algorithms CCIPCA1
and IPCA for the case of feature vector length of 40. For all
considered increments from 1 to 8 for testing strategy B on
ORL face database, the figure suggests that the IPCA
algorithm yields higher correct recognition rates than the
CCIPCA1 algorithm.

the correct rate of recognition are numerically investigated.
Analysis of the obtained results suggests that batch PCA is
inferior to all CCIPCAs training strategies, IPCA1, IPCA2,
IPCA3, and IPCA4. Comparison of training strategies A a nd
B suggests that in general, the correct recognition rate for
testing strategy A outperforms that for strategy B roughly by
5%. Future work will include study the processing time for
the various training strategies. Other popular batch
appearance-based holistic approaches will also be considered
for incremental study.
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